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W hat a week it has been for all those cricket fans across the world: Interna5onal matches, state games, 
another IPL-type event, goodness, it is as if the world is the same as it was 12 months ago. And a quick 

glance at the First Test in Wellington and Kane Williamson is on course for a century!! All this has made me look 
forward not just to the various tours that are due to take place but also the county season in 2021….and then 
my excitement lessens a liMle. 
 

Try typing into any search bar on your computer any request for 2021 fixtures. You can type ‘English fixtures,’ ‘Bob 
Willis Trophy’ fixtures, even 2021 VitalityBlast’ fixtures and all that pops up are England’s fixtures and that got me-
a-thinking. Whilst I accept that no fixtures may have been released and those in the know are waiMng to see how 
the next few months pan out, I sMll think it is sad that the emphasis across all the major cricket sites, ie ECB, is 
about England. During a normal season it isn't easy accessing tables, averages, and scores from the ECB site, which 
again maybe an indicator of how liQle respect the domesMc game has from those who control it. 
 

Great news also that aSer announcing various redundancies in the past month, 41 central 
contracts have been given out to players in the women’s game. Which brings me onto an arMcle 
I want to point you to. On pages 14-16 I have printed a wonderful arMcle from Emily Bowe - 
Cricket’s Best Kept Secret - Disability Cricket. Please have a read and you can read more of 
Emily’s excellent arMcles on  www.thelevelplayingfieldblog.wordpress.com 
 

A few things have been in the news this week. England using coded messages displayed from 
the dressing room during the 9-wicket demoliMon of South Africa…what will they think of next, 
sending the twelSh man out with a glass of water and instrucMons, surely not! Or someone 
requesMng a new pair of gloves when they have only been at the crease for ten minutes and a 
declaraMon might be forthcoming…never!! 
 

Also Chris Broad has been short-listed for the BBC Sports Personality of the Year award…I 
remember in the old days when Gateshead’s very own All-England 10,000m runner Brendan Foster would be 
shortlisted for coming 18th in the Olympic Final or Tim Henman for ge_ng to the Quarter-Final of the Portuguese 
Open would be nominated or Richard Dunne (I dare you to remember him) for fighMng (and losing) to Mohammed 
Ali…so we must thank our lucky stars that nowadays we actually have seriously world-class performers who make 
choosing the 2020 winner difficult. Jordan Henderson, Hollie Doyle, Tyson Fury, Ronnie O’Sullivan and Lewis 
Hamilton….err, despite my football allegiance, my vote goes to Brendan Foster. 

In the next issue of the VW we have our very first ever 
BUMPER CHRISTMAS QUIZ. I even deliberately put that into 
capitals for emphasis. There will be quesMon and there will 
be more quesMons and prizes. If you have been blown away 
by the prizes in all our compeMMons then you beQer get 
yourself a sMff drink and sit down before you read about the 
prizes in the BUMPER CHRISTMAS QUIZ (again, capitals for 
effect) More details in the next VW and also the winners of 
the latest various compeMMons. 
Abbey comes home from Uni on Wednesday, I have really 
missed her and I am looking forward so much to being with 
my girls for Christmas. No maQer what, it will be a 
wonderful one. 
Thank you so much to everyone who has supported YELLOW 
NOVEMBER on Wisdenworld, now renamed YELLOW 
DECEMBER.. 
As always, all the very best from the Furmedge Four 
 
 

Please 
Have a liMle 
look at the 
boMom of Page 
12. Some liMle 
ideas, courtesy 
of John Wisden 
& Co and 
Bloomsbury, for 
Christmas. 

                         A LiMle Challenge 
 

Despite this year being what it has been….I want to set 
you all a liMle challenge. Can you please tell me and no 
reason is needed, but if you want to give a reason, 
then feel free…… 
 

Which team from any level of cricket would be your 
Team of The Year 
 

Which player, again from any level of cricket, would be 
your 
Player of The Year 

What was your favourite match of the past 12 months, 
again any level of cricket? 
Please send your responses to 
furmedgefamily@bMnternet.com or give me a call on 
01480 819272 or 07966 513171 

Only 21 Shopping Days (and nights as 24-hour opening is on the cards)  to Christmas - and at the top of my 
Current Present List (given to Lorraine and the girls so they can co-ordinate appropriately) is a Day at the Cricket 
next summer and you know what, I don't care where!!!!  
What is at the top of your list…the best response will get a copy of a wonderful book, Remarkable People by 
Dan Walker.

mailto:furmedgefamily@btinternet.com
http://www.thelevelplayingfieldblog.wordpress.com
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The editor Norman Preston took great pleasure from 
sponsorship and TV money's capacity to put county 
cricket back on its feet financially, but warned: 
"Standards on the pitch are falling, especially where 
ba_ng is concerned." Four Australians were among 
the Cricketers of the Year - Dennis Lillee, Bob Massie, 
Keith Stackpole and Greg Chappell - with Richie 
Benaud wri5ng on them all. Sir Compton Mackenzie 
died shortly ader submi_ng some of his cricket 
memories to the Almanack, which meant this, the 
110th edi5on, contained the final published ar5cle of 
that acclaimed author. 
 

From most points of view the English season of 1972 
was the best for some 5me. The presence of the 
Australians coupled with generous endowment from 
sponsorship brought beaming smiles from the county 
treasurers. In other words county cricket is back on its 
feet again financially, but many people consider that in 
its present varying forms of one-to three-day contests, 
jumbled together, standards are falling, especially 
where ba_ng is concerned. 
Norman Preston, Notes By The Editor 
 
 

The exci5ng struggle for The Ashes led again by the 
respec5ve captains, Ray Illingworth and Ian Chappell, 
undoubtedly made the summer for cricket. With four 
of the five Tests reaching a definite conclusion, each 
country winning in turn, interest was sustained right to 
the end. The three one-day Tests were closely fought 
at the August holiday week-end and later Warwickshire 
were proclaimed County Champions; Lancashire 
carried off the GilleQe Cup for the third successive 
Mme; Yorkshire liSed the Fenner Trophy which drew 
34,000 enthusiasts in three days at Scarborough and, 
finally, Kent won the John Player Sunday Trophy before 
a full house at Canterbury. Earlier, Leicestershire won 
the new Benson and Hedges Trophy which meant that 
the main honours were shared by five different 
counMes and this was most saMsfactory from the angle 
of preserving interest up and down the country 
Norman Preston, Notes By The Editor.  
 

With sponsorship providing £230,000, T.V. and Radio 
roughly £100,000, five Test Matches an income of 
£261,283, three one-day InternaMonals £44,367 and 
the Benson and Hedges and the GilleQe Cup Finals at 
Lord's£68,017, each of the seventeen counMes 
received £25,000 as their share of the £600,000 kiQy 
with something extra going to the six Test Match 
centres. So in this age of NaMonal and Social Security, 
cricket has found its own financial security, but it will 
be maintained only by raising the standard of cricket 
produced on the field by the counMes. 
Norman Preston, Notes By The Editor. 
 

Kent, Oxford University, Leicestershire and 
Warwickshire were each bowled out once for under 60 
during the season. 

No bowler took 100 wickets in the season, not since 
the 1866 season had this occurred.Cartwright of 
Somerset and Stead of Northamptonshire each took 98 
first-class wickets. 
 

RAL Massie bowling for Australia against England in 
the second Test at Lord’s took 16 wickets in the match, 
on his debut. 
 

Six bowlers, JW Holder (Hampshire), In5khab Alam 
(Surrey), PI Pocock (Surrey), MJ Proctor 
(Gloucestershire), B Stead (Northamptonshire) and 
RGD Willis (Warwickshire) each performed the hat-
trick in first class cricket in 1972. 
 

MJ Proctor took a hat-trick and scored a century in 
the same match, against Essex. He totalled 153 runs in 
the match and finished with 8 wickets in a 107-run 
Gloucestershire victory. 
 

47 batsmen scored 1,000+ runs in the 1972 season, 
with only Majid Khan of Cambridge University and 
Glamorgan going on to score 2,000+. 
 

Four batsmen - RB Kanhai (Warwickshire), JH Edrich 
(Surrey), KR Stackpole (Australia) and AI Kallicharran 
(Warwickshire) each scored a century before lunch. 
 

APE KnoM  ba_ng for Kent and GM Turner ba_ng for 
Worcestershire each scored hundreds in both innings 
against Surrey and  Warwickshire respecMvely. 
 

Only two scores of over 450 were achieved in the 
season - Gloucestershire 484-7 against Somerset and 
the Australian tourists 478-8dec against a combined 
Oxford and Cambridge University side.  
 

Dennis Lillee took 31 wickets in the Ashes series, a 
record as England retained the Ashes in a 2-2 drawn 
series. 
 

England and Australia competed for The Pruden5al 
Trophy - three 55-over per side one-day matches, with 
England winning the series2-1 with victory in the third 
game. 
 

Warwickshire won the County Championship, 
finishing the 20 match season undefeated with 9 
victories and 11 draws. 
 

The World XI tour of Australia which replaced the 
South Africa tour is featured at length. 
 

 

The 1973 Wisden is a much under-rated ediMon. The 
Ashes series was a marvellous one! Norman Preston’s 
notes sMll ring true today with his poignant comment 
that the TV revue was a blessing for most counMes. 
 
A 1973 hardback with an excellent dust jacket should be 
found for between £58 and £65. It is becoming increasingly 
difficult to find excepLonal jackets for this year. 
The soM back invariably developed a spine curve or a 
darkening of the spine, with neither expect to get a super 
ediLon for around £35.

A Look at the 1973 Wisden
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D avid Hookes died on the evening of January 18th 2004 
ader becoming involved in an argument with a 

bouncer outside a Melbourne pub, where, as coach of the 
Victorian state team, he had been celebra5ng a victory 
with his players. Hookes was allegedly hit in the face and 
smashed his head on the road. 

News of his death stunned Australia and the crickeMng 
world, partly because of its brutal suddenness and partly 
because of his larger-than-life personality. He had an impact 
on the game as cricketer, coach and 
character that transcended his patchy 
career record, and more than 10,000 
mourners aQended his funeral at Adelaide 
Oval which was televised across Australia. 

ASer a spectacular career in Adelaide 
schoolboy cricket and a low-key start with 
South Australia, Hookes burst to fame in his 
second season of first-class cricket. In 17 
days in February 1977, he scored five 
centuries in six innings at the Adelaide Oval, 
all at blistering speed. The first, 163 against 
Victoria, contained four sixes in an over. A week later he 
smashed 185 in 191 minutes and 105 in 101 minutes against 
Queensland. The next week produced 135 and 156 against 
New South Wales. 

Less than a month later, he joined the greats in perhaps the 
most famous cricket match ever played: the Melbourne 
Centenary Test. Aged just 21, he strode to the crease looking 
full of confidence. Then he hit the England captain Tony 
Greig for five successive fours; he matched him in the lip 
department as well. Greig had taunted him at the pre-match 
cocktail party: “Not another Australian leS-hander who can’t 
bat”; Hookes said that at least he was an Australian, not “an 
effing import”. ASer he was out for 56, Greig brought a beer 
to the dressing-room, and said: “Mind if I sip with you son?” 

Hookesy had the crickeMng world at his mercy, but a greater 
game was afoot, and less than two months later it became 
known that Hookes had joined Greig and most of the 
Australian team in the rebel venture sponsored by Kerry 
Packer that became known as World Series Cricket. Logically, 
his career would have flourished more had he stuck with the 
official game. But the leading rebel Ian Chappell was his 
hero, and safety first was never the Hookes style, in cricket 
or in life. 
On the strange, shadowed tour of England that followed, he 
faded into the general mediocrity of a distracted Australian 
side, though he made a sweet 85 in the rain-ruined finale at 
The Oval. When the Packer circus started, he seemed to be 
running into form and had reached 81 at the Sydney 
Showground when he was felled by a bouncer from Andy 
Roberts which broke his jaw. Some felt his ba_ng never 
recovered its carefree innocence; despite his name, he gave 
up hooking. Certainly he never recaptured his automaMc 
place in the Australian team. ASer peace broke out in 1979, 
he played only two Tests in three years, cast into the 
wilderness aSer a pair at Karachi. 

But in 1981-82 South Australia made him captain, and he led 
them with panache to their first Shield Mtle in six 
years. The next year his old ba_ng form came 
back, and with it his Test place, though his steady 
performances in the Ashes series were 
overshadowed by one blazingly angry innings 
against Victoria. Incensed by a belated 
declaraMon by Graham Yallop, Hookes promoted 
himself and struck a century in 43 minutes off 34 
deliveries – the fastest-ever uncontrived hundred 
in terms of balls received. He made South 
Australia’s target, 272 off 30 overs, look 
momentarily plausible; he also made his point, 

and made it again in the return fixture when he scored an 
even-Mme 193. His star was rising again; he was appointed 
vice-captain to Greg Chappell for Australia’s inaugural tour 
of Sri Lanka, and smacked an unbeaten 143 in the one Test, 
at Kandy, the last 100 coming in a session. It was his first, 
and only, Test century. 
 

But Hookesy had to be Hookesy. He criMcised Chappell’s 
successor, Kim Hughes, on air at a Mme when he was not 
scoring enough runs to ride the storm. From then on, his 
Test appearances were intermiQent and indifferent, though 
he played on unMl 1991-92, breaking the Shield run-scoring 
record with the occasional amazing innings, like his 
unbeaten 306 off 330 balls against Tasmania in 1986-87. His 
ba_ng was always disMncMve: “Gowerish but more brutal” 
according to Alan Shiell, who helped write his 
autobiography: “He could be elegant and he was just as 
vulnerable outside off stump, but he played shots Gower 
wouldn’t have bothered with, flogging bowlers over wide 
mid-wicket or hoicking them over square leg.” The egg-
shaped Adelaide Oval, with its inviMng square boundaries, 
was made for the Hookes style, and it gave him an edge 
throughout his career. 
 

Since he was arMculate as well as forthright, he became a 
radio star in Adelaide, and in 1995 moved to the bigger 
market of Melbourne. Seven years later, Victoria appointed 
him their coach; when he died, the team he moulded was 
on the way to their first Mtle in 13 years. They were 
celebraMng a win over South Australia at a pub in St Kilda. 
Outside, a bouncer, Zdravko Micevic, 21, allegedly threw a 
punch at Hookes – he was charged with manslaughter. 
At Hookes’s funeral, his bat was placed against the stumps, 
with his cap and gloves alongside; it was a trademark 
gesture of his when he was ba_ng at an interval, a sign that 
he would be back. In these circumstances, it was almost 
unbearably poignant. 

David Hookes 1955 - 2004

An aggressive leM-handed batsman, David Hookes usually baRed 
in the middle order. His internaLonal career got off to a 
sensaLonal start in the Centenary Test at Melbourne in 1977 when 
he hit England captain Tony Greig for five consecuLve boundaries, 
but a combinaLon of circumstances ensured that he never became 
a regular in the Australian team.  
He wrote in his autobiography, "I suspect history will judge me 
harshly as a batsman because of my modest record in 23 Tests and 
I can't complain about that" 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Centenary_Test
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melbourne_Cricket_Ground
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tony_Greig
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australia_national_cricket_team
https://www.wisden.com/almanack/tony-greig-tribute-wisden-almanack
https://www.wisden.com/almanack/tony-greig-tribute-wisden-almanack
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T he cricket season of 1991 can produce no more 
historic event than the decision of Yorkshire to 

admit to their playing side men from outside the 
county — even from outside England, in the case of 
Craig McDermoM. This is an acknowledgement of 
cricket history itself, the abdica5on of the greatest 
power county cricket has ever known or, indeed, ever 
will know. 
Up to 1968 Yorkshire had been county champions 31 
Mmes and joint champions twice. Their latest decision 
admits the fact that since 1968 they have only once 
held one of the first three places. This compares grimly 
with their record between the wars, when they played 
616 matches and won 330 of them, finishing as 
champions 12 Mmes. 
For over 30 years they produced one aSer another of 
the great players of the game: and they were all 
Yorkshire-born. Indeed, some of the arch loyalists were 
against the recent decision which, it has been 
suggested, was merely an admission of the truth. 
Everyone who then followed the game will recall the 
amazing first-wicket stand of 555 in 7 1/2 hours against 
Essex by Percy Holmes and Herbert Sutcliffe in 1932 
(Pictured, below) ; a partnership which set a new 
record in place of the previous 554 by, of course, two 
Yorkshire players, J. T. Brown and John Tunnicliffe in 
1898. Sutcliffe threw his wicket away, only for an 
argument to break out as to whether they had reached 
555. Eventually it was admiQed that they had. 
Sutcliffe's purpose, of course, was, above all, to win 

the match, which Yorkshire 
did by 313 runs. 
Record aSer remarkable 
record was set by their 
players. For instance, in 
1901, they bowled out 
No_nghamshire - no 
mean rivals - for 13. 
Individual figures are most 
impressive: they had, in 
Wilfred Rhodes, the 
greatest all-round 
cricketer in English history 
aSer W. G. Grace. He took 
4187 wickets (laQer-day 
staMsMcians make it 4204) 
- no-one else has as much 

as reached 4000. Twenty Mmes, too, he scored 1000 
runs in an English season, and did so once in Australia. 
Altogether he made 39,969 runs and was the first 
professional player to be co-opted onto the English 
Board of Selectors. He first played for the county in 
1898 and reMred in 1930; first represented England in 
1899, and played in 58 Tests up to 1929-30. Stories 
hang heavily about his past, and the writer has a clear 

recollecMon of seeing him, at Lord's, holding forth 
modestly long aSer he became completely blind. 
Yorkshire-men everywhere used to become, it seemed, 
public-relaMons officers for their county. It would be 
stupid to pretend they had no rivals; they had: some of 
them indeed were merely jealous, but none has been 
capable of remotely comparable success over a 
sustained period. 

A characterisMc season for them was 1923, when they 
not only finished as champions but, with five matches 
sMll to play, they would sMll have been champions 
whatever else happened to them. Six of the batsmen, 
Sutcliffe, Holmes, Roy Kilner, Rhodes, Oldroyd and 
Leyland, all scored 1000 runs, while Rhodes, Kilner and 
Macaulay took 100 wickets and EmmoQ Robinson 95. 
The captain (Geoffrey Wilson) finished boQom of the 
ba_ng, and boQom but one of the bowling with 10 
wickets. It was such situaMons that prompted a 
Yorkshireman to say to the writer when commenMng 
on the greater eminence of Lord Tennyson as a player 
than the Yorkshire captain: 'Ah doan't count captain in 
Yorkshire side.' 
Indeed, it is a fact that the county which had fielded 
all-professional teams unMl 1883, when Lord Hawke 
became captain, had for many years a series of 
amateur captains who did not seriously measure up to 
the power of their professionals. 

Yorkshire’s Army of Fine Cricketers

Without quesMon John ArloQ is mostly responsible for my 
love of cricket and aSer arMcles recently from Neville 
Cardus I am grateful to Adrian Connor for suggesMng this 
one.  
It is interesMng to point out that the player originally 
chosen as Yorkshire’s first ‘outside the county’ player, the 
Australian Craig McDermoQ was injured and had to 
withdraw from his Yorkshire contract, he was replaced by a 
young batsman named, Sachin Tendulkar.
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The father figure of Yorkshire cricket was Lord Hawke, 
who, remarkably enough, was an excepMon to the 
Yorkshire-born rule, having been born in Willingham, 
Lincolnshire in 1860. He is generally credited with the 
introducMon of winter pay for professionals: but he 
was a marMnet who demanded, and got, correct 
behaviour from his players. First playing as the Hon. 
MarMn Hawke, he captained the county from 1883 to 
1910 and was its president unMl his death in 1938. 
As a player, Hawke was not outstanding — his first-
class ba_ng average was 20.15 — but he reorganised 
the club and had much effect on the rest of English 
first-class cricket and its modernisaMon. It was at his 
prompMng, for instance, that England formed an 
internaMonal selecMon commiQee. Under him, 
Yorkshire produced probably more outstanding talent 
than any other county. 
In addiMon to Wilfred Rhodes, they had an outstanding 
allrounder in George Hirst (32,057 runs for Yorkshire at 
34.73 and 2484 wickets at 18.03). The 
county's most successful batsman was 
Herbert Sutcliffe, with 38,530 runs at 
50.16 between 1919 and 1945.  
Other outstanding batsmen were 'Long 
John' Tunnicliffe, a brilliant slip who 
could keep wicket and bowl usefully at 
need, who played 475 matches for 
Yorkshire but never achieved an England cap; David 
Denton averaged 33.38 for 33,282 runs between 1894 
and 1920; Percy Holmes, but for the fact that he was a 
contemporary of Jack Hobbs, would have opened the 
England innings with Sutcliffe many Mmes; Maurice 
Leyland, the leS-hander, jaunty in manner but dour at 
need; Sir Leonard HuQon (Pictured, Below), who 
scored 24,807 runs at 53.34 in a career that lasted 

from 1934 to 1955; 
Geoffrey BoycoQ, 
modern Yorkshire's 
reply to the great 
men of the past; 
while others who 
achieved fine scores 
and averages were 
Doug PadgeQ; Vic 

Wilson, the brilliant fielder and leS-hander; John 
Hampshire, another fine close fieldsman; Arthur 
'Ticker' Mitchell; Philip Sharpe (12 Tests), reckoned the 
finest slip fielder of his Mme; Willie Watson, the leS-
handed stylist who, in face of England's imminent 
defeat by Australia in 1953 at Lord's, scored 109 in a 
partnership of 163 with Trevor Bailey, which not only 
saved England but gave them the posiMon to win the 
rubber at The Oval. He was, incidentally, one of the 
rare double internaMonals: he played soccer for 
England. Others included Brian Close — to be reckoned 
an allrounder — Edgar Oldroyd, who never played for 

England but was a regular for Yorkshire for some 20 
years, and Yorkshire followers reckoned him the finest 
bat in the country on a bad pitch. Count in, too, Frank 
Lowson, Ken Taylor, Norman Yardley, the likeable 
England captain, and the Hon. F. S. Jackson, also to be 
classed as an allrounder. 
Outstanding bowlers were Hedley Verity, slow leS-arm, 
who took all 10 wickets for 10 runs against NoQs in 
1932 and 1558 altogether for Yorkshire at only 13.71; 
George Macaulay, who could mount hosMle pace when 
he wished and took 1774 wickets at 17.22; Schofield 
Haigh, fast-medium right-arm and a useful bat who 
played 11 Tests between 1898 and 1912, and took 
1876 wickets for the county at 15.61.  
 

The modern bowler who forced his way into the 
leading few of the county's history is, of course, Fred 
Trueman (1745 for Yorkshire at 17.13), genuinely fast, 
skilful in variaMon, and an inveterate talker. So, too, 
was Johnny Wardle (Pictured, Below, Centre), who 

bowled slow leS-arm — 
orthodox as a rule but he also 
commanded an occasionally 
successful 'Chinaman'. Bobby 
Peel, too, took 1334 wickets. Ray 
Illingworth must be classed 
among the allrounders. He had 
1431 wickets for Yorkshire at 
18.73 and, like Willie Watson, 

went to Leicestershire. Bill Bowes was a though}ul, 
studious-looking, bespectacled fast bowler, gentle in 
manner but commanding an extremely hosMle 
bouncer. 
Throughout their history Yorkshire have had a series of 
highly competent wicketkeepers, not perhaps so 
eminent as those in other departments of the game, 
but reliable and diligent. George Pinder (1867-80); 
Joseph Hunter, brother of David (1878-88), five Tests; 
David Hunter (1888 to 1909); Arthur Dolphin 
(1905-1927) one Test in emergency; Arthur Wood 
(1927-1946) four Tests; Don Brennan (1947-53) two 
Tests; Jimmy Binks (1955-69) two Tests; David Bairstow 
(1970-1990) four Tests. All have their unquesMonable 
places in county cricket history. 
This rise of several previously unconsidered counMes 
means virtually certainly that no other county can ever 
aQain such eminence as that of Yorkshire over more 
than half-a-century. It must be realised that this is not 
solely a Yorkshire problem. For years it has been a 
maxim that 'a strong Yorkshire means a strong 
England', and certainly that county over the years has 
provided much of the backbone of England's sides. It 
has also built up a mythology, atmosphere and an 
almost supersMMous respect. It is difficult to see who, 
by whom, or how, that will ever be replaced. 
 
I am grateful to Adrian Connor for suggesLng this arMcle. 
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In your opinion and given the circumstances, was 
the 2020 English domesFc season a success? 
Please give your reasons either way. 
David Bown:   Yes, I think that it was, in the 
circumstances, a success. I was pleasantly surprised 
that an effort was made to accommodate a First Class 
compeMMon in what liQle there was leS of the summer 
by the Mme matches were allowed to re-start. I 
enjoyed following the Bob Willis Trophy and think that 
it was a great success. Yes, of course the atmosphere 
was surreal but I thought that the games were played 
in a compeMMve and healthy spirit. The final was 
parMcularly a great advert for the longer game, or 
proper cricket as I prefer to call it. I know that some 
might criMcise the quesMonable strength of some of 
the elevens fielded but I thought that giving 
opportuniMes for young and fringe players to make 
their mark was another posiMve. As for the Vitality 
Blast, it served its purpose in generaMng some much 
needed income. Pity about the weather 
on 'Finals Day’. 
Keith Upwell:   Given the circumstances I 
was delighted that any cricket at all took 
place. It also gave me a glimpse of what 
the county scene would look like without 
numerous overseas players from 
overseas on short term contracts and I 
liked it. If the Championship is to be the 
least important compeMMon of the four 
then bring back stringent qualificaMon 
rules and, as the counMes did n the whole 
in the Bob Willis Trophy, conMnue to give 
young English players a chance. 
Ian Hooper:   A definite success. The fact that games 
were streamed meant that I managed to watch more 
live cricket than ever before. My concern would be 
that next season such a service will be a paid-for one. 
David Marshall:   I think the 2020 English domesMc 
season was as good as could be expected - and looking 
at how other sports have managed (or not managed) it 
was a real success. At least there were scores and 
individuals to follow (Alistair Cooke for example). The 
way that good cricketers were given a reason to 
compete in a game that I could relate to at least was a 
relief in this troubled Mme.  
Steven Walsh:  The debate about format and start date 
went on far too long and when it started it seemed to 
be a sample of things to come when (not if) the money 
stops coming into cricket, with  no overseas players 
and lots of players making their first steps into the 
game. It was enjoyable and to my surprise far more 
enjoyable than the VitalityBlast which like its Finals Day 
was a damp squid.  
Hilary Richardson:  I think it was a good decision to 
run a truncated 4-day compeMMon which gave all 
teams a chance from the start. The precedent of a 

team winning a drawn game in the final is not however 
one that should be repeated. 
Michael Baws:  It was well into the year before we 
knew whether there would be any cricket at all in 
2020. There was no Mme leS to play a full season. 
Instead we had a truncated county championship plus 

two brief but exciMng series of back-to-back 
Test matches, 
Even if it felt second-best, it was far beQer 
than nowt. There were no spectators in the 
grounds, but it was a classic instance of 
necessity spurring invenMon. 
As a perennial RomanMc, I wanted Somerset 
to win the Bob Willis Trophy, but Essex 
proved the stronger side. The only shame 
was that Essex had every incenMve to play for 
a draw in their second innings. Perhaps, if 
this format is to be repeated, the final should 
be Mmeless to ensure a less controversial 

result. 
Being posiMve, Eddie Byrom’s century for Somerset 
was a possible indicator of a 
brilliant future, as was Zak 
Crawley’s (Pictured, Right)  
magnificent 267 against 
Pakistan. Sir Alastair Cook’s 
172 for Essex was a reminder 
of a great batsman in full 
flow. 
So, I vote it a success. The 
alternaMve would have been 
no first-class cricket at all. At 
least, the next Wisden will 
have real cricket instead of 
filling space with the rules of bowls, how to play knur 
and spell or a list of BriMsh canals. 
Tom Evans:  A big success. If we all think to how clubs 
and organisaMons, even local parish councils (I speak 
here from experience) are run and how decisions are 
made aSer elongated debate and opinion-gathering, I 
think ge_ng what we had was a triumph! 

The Wisdener Panel

Thank you to everyone who sent in responses to the 
latest panel. My mistake but one of the quesMons was 
sort of out  of date soon aSer I sent it, when the 
crickeMng Gods announced tha schedule for the English 
domesMc 2021 season…but even a regular newsleQer 
can't be always completely up to date…in case you are 
wondering the quesMon is the one that refers to the Bob 
Willis Trophy. 
 

And yes I am going to apologise to the many of you who 
sent in responses of a ‘not really’ printable nature that, 
yes, you have guessed it, I have not printed…especially 
in reference to The Hundred.

Young players were given a 
chance. Teams were 
compeMMve, runs were 
scored, wickets were taken 
- I could watch county 
matches on my computer 
whilst isolaMng alone and 
not being able to see 
anyone - for me, thank 
you, cricket was a blessing! 
David Shields
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Is the structure of the Bob 
Willis Trophy something you 
would like to see con5nue? 
 

David Bown:   I would like to see 
the Bob Willis Trophy established 
as part of the English Cricket 
season calendar but not at the 
expense of the County 
Championship or less First Class 
Cricket. I think that the BWT should 
be played for in a five day match at Lord's between the 
top two counMes in late September each year. Whether 
this should also decide the overall champion county 
I'm not so sure but a similar situaMon with the 
Sheffield Shield Final in Australia seems to work. 
Steven Fletcher:   I am not a great fan of either the 
regional game nor a two-division set up. The original 
concept of the two divisions was based on improving 
performance and enhancing the compeMMveness of 
players - a look through the Test match record of 
England in the years since the two divisions and in the 
same number of years prior rather defeats that idea. 
One division, 17 four-day games each team…my only 
concession would then be a one-off final between the 
first and second, over 5 days, but not at Lord’s - spread 
the match around! 
David Marshall:  Yes, I think the Bob Willis structure 
will do. at least some thought had been given to HOW 
a "normal" game and series could be conducted. 
Again, in this Mme of all on TV and crash-bang-wallop it 
was a bonus. 
Keith Russell:   I don’t like the new format coming in 
aSer the transiMon in 2021, which essenMally moves us 
from two to three Divisions. I disliked the two Division 
format at the start and 
became further 
disenchanted with it over 
the years. To be fair, it did 
address the criMcism that, 
at some stage in the 
season, it was obvious in 
the old format that some 
teams had nothing to play 
for.  But whilst teams did 
migrate between the 
Divisions, there became a 
hard core of counMes 
rooted in the Second 
 Division. This was, in part, because they became 
raiding grounds for the richer counMes (did someone 
say No_nghamshire?), creaMng a self confirming 
circle. And for their team supporters, there was liQle 
chance of seeing players in the top teams.Nothing is 
perfect, but perhaps we should consider conMnuing 
with the “seeding” approach adopted for the 2021 
transiMon. Advantages would be different groupings 
each year, the chance for upsets, the chance for 

supporters to see top teams, longer 
lasMng incenMves for every team, and 
the later stages pi_ng teams against 
those enjoying similar success that 
year. 
Hilary Richardson:  If we are back to 
normal next season, we should revert 
to the previous Championship 
structure. It is the only cricket 
compeMMon which allows a longer 
period of development over a season, 

without too much need for the stress of a result. It is 
more like a novel with twists and turns rather than a 
short story. County Members, admiQedly a vanishing 
breed in some counMes, enjoy the format and current 
structure. Some counMes would never meet each other 
in any format if it was regionalised. 
Michael Baws: The Bob Willis Trophy resulted from the 
unexpected circumstances of the pandemic.  At the 
Mme of wriMng, it is by no means certain whether a full 
season will be possible in 2021. If it proves unfeasible, 
the Bob Willis Trophy should be competed for in its 
present format, but with the possibility of a Mmeless 
final. It should also be held earlier in the hope of 
avoiding too many interrupMons from weather or bad 
light. 
If a full season proves possible, we should revert to the 
two-division structure. It would give supporters a 
beQer chance of seeing county teams from outside 
their immediate area. PerpetuaMng the 2020 format 
means one would see only five other counMes unMl the 
crack of doom. 
The Bob Willis Trophy was a superb recogniMon of a 
fine cricketer. Whatever happens, let’s keep his name 

for future county 
championships of 
whatever format. 
Iain Lewis: Most 
certainly, yes. I have 
long been an advocate 
of a smaller county 
championship and it sMll 
baffles me how a 
business can expect to 
survive and be ‘bailed 
out’ financially when 
only an average of 500 

spectators aQend any given day of a match - I am sure 
it has been stated before in the VW but if only 500 
people in Leicestershire out of a populaMon of almost 
700,000 feel that their county is important, doesn’t 
that say a lot?! Just because a county was founded 
over a hundred years ago and it once had some great 
players doesn’t mean it has a right to be constantly 
funded…if that was the case in business we would sMll 
have Woolworths and MFI. 
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Colin Parrish: I think the plan for 2021 is an excellent 
one and I hope that it evolves into two ‘divisions’ and 
those in level three become minor counMes. No point 
constantly supplemenMng  a county that even its own 
populaMon don't give a hoot about. 
Will Bradley:   I am very much in favour of it. Some 
counMes feel the need to have to play certain other 
counMes, but there needs to be a sense of reality. 
Middlesex v Surrey and Lancashire v Yorkshire are not 
the games they were back in the day. 
Ron Ennis:  Not really. In order to be the champion 
county then surely a side must play every other side. 
DomesMc cricket is going the way of all other sports - 
with a seeding system and it doesn’t feel right. 
Mike Boardman:  I enjoyed it and under the 
circumstances it seemed to work. As the year move 
son and opMmism about an ‘end’ to all this grows, I just 
wonder whether cricket will see the structure used as 
a permanent way forward. If it was to be, then I am 
against it. 
Robert Bingham:  The Bob Willis Trophy, minus the 
normal influx of overseas players, had a natural feel to 
it. With The Hundred and The VitalityBlast offering the 
chance to see the world’s best, maybe go back to 
restricMng counMes to one overseas player for the 
championship who has to be of a certain age. 

What was the last Wisden you purchased and 
why? 
The following responses are not meant to be a 
vindicaLon of me or Wisdenworld, and if anyone has 
good reports about any other purchases they have 
made, from any other sources, I would be delighted to 
hear about them. 
 

David Bown:   The last Wisden that I purchased (as 
opposed to be being giSed) was a 1979 soS back, 
which I bought at a charity book sale. It was one of 
those events where hardbacks were £1 and soS backs 
50p. The book's in very good condiMon and having 
some idea of its value I did the decent thing and paid 
more than the asking price. It's very rare to pick up 
such a bargain in these internet savvy days. 
Paula Green:  I bought a 1976 Hardback to complete 
my set from that year. I have every intenMon of going 
backwards and aSer being biQen a few Mmes on 
descripMon against actual quality it is fair to say who I 
will be buying from in the future.  
David Marshall:    Apart for last year's annual 
Wisden the last Wisden I bought was a further copy of 
the 1949 ediMon. I was "reared" on this one (I was 
born in 1945) and told there would never be another 
team like the 1948 Australian tourists. Don Bradman's 
final tour – Essex the only county to dismiss the 
Australians in a day, but they had scored 721 by then! 
Keith Miller, Ray Lindwall, Arthur Morris, Don Tallon 

etc. What a book and what a team! Glamorgan county 
champions for their first Mme etc. I sMll enjoy it. (It was 
an extra copy as I have all the Wisdens from 1945 to 
the present day in date order on library shelves - sad 
eh?). 
Eoin Tyler:  Talking to Bill over the course of this awful 
year it has become apparent that the market has been 
very buoyant. Like a lot of collectors I have looked at 
my collecMon on a regular basis and having the Mme to 
do so, acquired a number of wonderful ediMons that I 
most probably would have bought, but over a longer 
period. My last purchase was an 1869 and aSer 
spo_ng a couple online I must admit that the 
descripMons and the prices seemed both vague and 
high.  
Bill had one which I have to say I was dubious about, 
because it looked so good. I took the plunge and upon 
Bill’s suggesMon I spoke to another dealer I used to buy 
from, who informed me that it was probably the best 
he had come across…he then offered to buy it off me 
for a liQle more than I had paid, which was heartening 
as he would no doubt have sold it on for a lot more. 
Bill offered excellent customer service and hats off to 
the other chap who also helped me out.

Michael Baws:  2020. As a long-term collector and 
customer of Bill, it was the only one I hadn’t got. I’m 
already looking forward to Wisden 2021. 
Peter Ferguson: I bought a 1949. To be fair I called Bill 
to talk about my next purchase and he talked me out 
of the 1934 paperback and suggested the 1949. 
Reading the details of the Aussie tour of ’48 was an 
absolute joy - I am a scot and those poor English 
bowlers!!! 
Les Coppell:  I bought a 1914 rebound ediMon from 
eBay. It wasn't expensive but it did have some pages 
missing in the Public Schools secMon. I don't read that 
bit anyway. 
Adrian Gordon:  In my quest to work my way back into 
the 1960s I purchased the 1967. I was told it had an 
original dust jacket and it was a replacement. Serves 
me right for not sMcking to whom I know and trust. 
Rob Willingham:  I finally plucked up the courage to 
get a 1934 hardback, Bill had two on his site and 
overnight they were gone. Thinking the Wisden Gods 
were against me I phoned him. Fortunately there was 
one that hadn’t been put on the site. I have to confess 
that owning it makes me feel both proud and a bit 
guilty. 
Pat CoMerell:  Each year I buy my husband at least two 
Wisdens. Back in March I asked him if he wanted any 
extra ones as we would be isolaMng as per the 
guidelines. He then bought four ediMons to fill in his 
gaps in the 1950’s…that leS me with my normal 
commitment of buying him two, the canny sod didn't 
tell me that the 1940’s started to get expensive.  
So, I went and bought 1949 and 1948 and I made the 
old bugger read them!! 
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Mohammad Hassed: Being new to collecMng I bought 
a 1999 hardback - the year I was born - but I have to 
say that whilst the book is great, the newsleQers are 
beQer. My next purchase is going to be a couple from 
the 1970s. 
Clive Norris:  I bought a 1927 paperback. For no other 
reason than It was the only one from 1920 that I was 
missing. In fact, I didn't buy it, my wife did, well I did, 
because I gave her the link and the telephone number 
in case of any problems so she could buy it. 
Peter Welsh:  The first Wisden I bought was the 2020. 
This must mean that I am a new collector, I anMcipate 
doubling my collecMon before Christmas and then it 
might be a slippery slope to obsession… 
Tony Fox: I took the plunge and bought a 1916 
Paperback. I knew I had to get it, and I knew it would 
be expensive but it is worth every penny.  
Barbara Murdoch:  A year ago I bought a few of the 
early paperback reprints in a club aucMon and my most 
recent purchase was an 1875 reprint. As finding £35k 
for an original would involve selling the house and one 
of the kids, I thought a reprint would be the best 
opMon. 
Karl Brumher:  I had a splurge when Bill did the Yellow 
November sale and I bought 13 ediMons…Bill warned 
me that buying that many would mean I would not 
look at me, don't you hate it when someone tells you 
something and they are right! But, my aim is to - at the 
very least - go through all of them by the new year and 
as of today I have lost myself in the 1935 and the 1942. 
In answer to the quesMon, because the last one I 
opened in the box was the 1949, then I would say that 
was the last one I bought. 
Twelve of you said the last one you bought was the 
2020, mainly because 10 of those 12 have a complete 
set: - Ian Broom, Derek Mansfield, Keith Hood, Chris 
Jones, John Hanrihan, Carl Frost, Duncan Levington, 
Nick Hodges, MaQhew Groves, Anthony ScoQ, Pippa 
O’Grady, Frank Stone. 
 
What are your thoughts on 
the following statement - 
"Next season, more than ever, 
the English game needs The 
Hundred" 
David Bown:   My iniMal 
reacMon to this statement is 
unprintable. I do try to be 
objecMve about what the 
custodians of our great game 
are trying to do for what they see as the common good 
but the enMre concept of The Hundred is abhorrent to 
me and is completely unnecessary when we already 
have 20/20 to saMsfy the need for a money spinning 
side show. 
Adam Murray:  To all those who want the good old 
days, there were never really any good old days. The 

moment that people found other things to do that 
didn't take days to reach a conclusion then the game 
was in trouble and finding ways to keep all formats 
going was never easy. The limited overs game and Test 
matches pay for everything else. So please, to the 
people who are angry at any new format - stop 
knocking everything simply because it isn't the long 
game. 
Andy Brotherton:  I for one cannot wait for The 
Hundred. It is an entertainment, it is not going to 
change the world…my wife loves live theatre (I do too) 
and under normal circumstances it is around £50 each 
plus drinks, food and transport to go see a 2-hour 
performance…I will pay less than that to see some of 
the best cricketers on the planet play the game I love. 
Just a note to those who damn it, without The GilleQe 
Cup, then the John Player League, then Twenty20 it is 
highly likely we would not have 18 first class counMes. 
The Hundred will help protect all forms of cricket. 
David Marshall:   My thoughts on “next season, more 
than ever the English game needs The Hundred”, are 
not really printable. What an abominaMon of the game 
I love so much will this be? I played, now think and 
reminisce, about a game that was about subtlety, 
finesse and careful thought. It piQed the schemes of 
the bower against the skill of the batsman. If I wanted 
to be involved in smashing something as far and high 
as I could, I would have taken up rounders as a 
professional! 20/20 I find just about OK – although I 
have not watched the IPL at all. The Hundred will be 
outside my tolerance level I’m afraid.  
Michael Baws:  There is no need for The Hundred. It 
can never develop players with a Test-playing a_tude. 
It will make money only if there is a paying audience. 
On the other hand, all developments in the game’s 
history have provoked doubters. If those had their way, 
we’d sMll be playing with curved bats and two stumps. 
So, why not try it out? 

But, do we need it for 
2021? I think not. What 
2021 needs is a full 
calendar of established 
forms of play that aQract 
plenty of spectators, 
without experimenMng with 
new Micky Mouse 
variaMons. There, I’d 
probably have said the 
same when over-arm 

bowling was first allowed. 
Chris5ne Forbes:  I was looking forward to The 
Hundred. On a cricket-watching level my nearest 
ground is 30 minutes away and the payers who will be 
playing are ones that I would never have a chance of 
seeing live..so two boxes Mcked for me. Why all the 
complaining, its only a game. 
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Richard MaMock:  When a World Cup and later a 
European club compeMMon were introduced in football 
the English buried their collecMve head in the sand: 
When the Ryder Cup developed to include European 
players and not just ‘Great Britain Lost,” tradiMonalists 
called it a disgrace and a travesty: When the Rugby 
Union Premiership and league system was introduced 
over 80% (according to a survey at the Mme in The 
Times) we’re against it. Every one of those 
compeMMons have flourished, grown and taken each 
sport to an unimagined level - it is called progress. 
Cricket has to progress. Every one of us should 
appreciate that only a certain number of people can go 
and sit all day at a county match and that number has 
constantly diminished every year since 1950. The 
demands on family and Mme have never been greater. 
The availability of other things to do has never been 
greater. If compeMMons aimed at ge_ng people into 
grounds to watch cricket - in whatever format - 
actually work, so be it. These compeMMons will help 
keep county memberships at affordable levels and 
allow those who want to watch the longer game the 
opportunity to do so. 
Tim Williams: I completely agree and I don't care if 
they play 24-a-side 100 ball cricket with no fielders 
allowed at all, just give me something to watch, for 
real, outside, in the fresh air!!!! 
Nick Davies:  ASer watching some of the IPL for the 
first Mme I have to admit that I am looking forward to 
The Hundred. Not sure about having it for both men 
and women though. 
Sean Tyler: Absolutely agree. I would rather go and 
watch The Hundred than buy one of those tacky 
county shirts - probably The Hundred is cheaper too. 
Brian Sturgen:  No the game doesn’t need it. The TV 
companies need it, but the game doesn’t! 
This quesMon prompted the most response but I 
apologise because I have not published many of the 
responses that were a liQle too ‘vociferous’ against the 
format. 
 

What are our overseas readers hoping to see in 
the way of cricket in your up and coming 
summer? 

Will Derwell:   Our season began in October and we 
are hoping for a full season of domesMc cricket here in 
New Zealand. There is a strong expectaMon that 
crowds will be up for the Plunket Shield matches. We 
are expecMng the West Indies and Pakistan this side of 
Christmas. 
Trevor Carrick: I am hoping to be able to sit at the SCG 
and watch Australia play, with my mate, who I have 
been going to the game with for over thirty-five years. 
Vic Cavannagh:  At some point during our winter the 

World Cup in Australia was cancelled and It was 
debatable whether we would get any cricket over here 
and I must admit that I looked on with a liQle envy the 
matches played in England. But thankfully the Shield 
has started and it looks like we have a preQy good 
internaMonal calendar too - although Perth wont be 
ge_ng any matches, which will mean for the first Mme 
in 37 years I wont get to see an internaMonal!. 
Danny Craven:  I cannot wait for any cricket at all. We 
have India coming over and I guess with all that has 
gone on in the world and all the resulMng pain, the 
normality of a cricket match is something to relish. We 
were fortunate that we had a relaMvely normal ‘last’ 
season, but I have a lot of friends in England and our 
common bond has always been cricket. It seemed for 
such a long Mme that there would be no cricket and 
when the English season began even I was hooked. 
Kelvin McManus: Maybe I am wrong but I think the 
Australian crickeMng public are just eager to see live 
cricket - and that is any form of cricket. I am not a 
great fan of the twenty over game, but when the 
World Cup it was cancelled my grandson was guQed. 
He was planning to go to three of the matches. It is not 
just us old fogeys who feel the loss of the game. 
Stephen O’Neil:  Our season (in Australia) has started 
off well and I am looking forward to as close to a 
normal summer as possible. Who knows, Steve Smith 
might be captain of Australia again soon. 
Phil Wilson: It seems rather selfish to say that our 
cricket season should be quite normal, but aSer 
Melbournes’ complete lockdown who knows what will 
transpire…that seemed to have worked but no one 
knows if this thing will re-surface somewhere else. I 
believe that in Mmes of such global concern any 
cricket, sport anywhere is not just a welcome relief but 
something we should be thankful for. 
Graham Woods: It is hard to see this as just a 
crickeMng quesMon. The world has changed and our 
normal rouMne, our ‘normal’ has been taken away. Am 
I one of the few who would gladly forgo a full season 
of domesMc cricket here (in New Zealand) in exchange 
for no lives taken. 
John Lockwood: I want to go and watch cricket. 
Nothing more to be said. I have even become a fan of 
the IPL - in spite of those who commentate - because it 
is a form of cricket and boy have I missed it. 
A lot of replies pointed out that domesLc cricket in 
Australia and New Zealand especially was impacted 
upon far less than in the UK. 
 
This has been one of the hardest panels to put together 
because a lot of responses were similar and a lot I 
decided were unprintable. In the past there have been 
some contenLous issues raised in panel quesLons, but 
none have been as divisive as ‘The Hundred.’ There is a 
lot of ill-feeling about it and equally a lot of  support. I 
hope the selecLon of responses printed gives a 
balanced view.
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I n 1953 Somerset for the seventh 5me in their 
history had the unenviable dis5nc5on of being 

beaten in one day. Amazingly their opponents were 
Lancashire, whose name a long gone captain of the 
West Country team declared would be found 
engraved on Somerset’s heart. The allusion is not 
without point for this was the fourth 5me Lancashire 
had claimed Somerset for their one day ‘bunnies’. 
With the full story of this match and the one between 
Kent and Worcestershire in 1960 which was the last 
first class game to end in a day anywhere in the 
world, this series comes to its end. 
 

June 6, 1953: SOMERSET v. LANCASHIRE 
 

In twenty-odd years of post-war cricket, pitches up and 
down the country have tended to grow progressively worse 
but no ground has earned such a reputaMon of being a 
batsmen’s graveyard to compare with Bath. Two day finishes 
here have been the rule rather than the excepMon but on 
one occasion, June 6, 1953, Lancashire beat Somerset by an 
innings and 24 runs in a single day. This represented a 
personal tragedy for that popular all round sportsman BerMe 
Buse (Pictured, Below) who had been alloQed the game for 

his benefit. He stands 
as the solitary 
unfortunate among 
20th Century 
cricketers to suffer in 
this way but just 
before the turn of the 
century two other 

professionals were the vicMms of their benefit games being 
over in a day. They were Baldwin of Hampshire crushed by 
Yorkshire at Southampton on May 27, 1898 and Flower of 
Middlesex whose colleagues rolled over Somerset at Lord’s 
on May 23, 1899. 
 

UnMl recent Mmes Lancashire have always looked upon 
Somerset as their parMcular rabbits. Their 1953 victory at 
Bath was Somerset’s seventh recorded defeat in a single day 
and the fourth inflicted by Lancashire. It occupied less than 
five hours of actual play and Roy TaQersall (Pictured, Right) 
the England off spinner of the day achieved match figures of 
13 for 69. In addiMon he started the match by 
running out Harold GimbleQ before he had 
scored. Of the remaining six wickets Hilton took 
2 for 12 and Brian Statham 4 for 13 in the 
second innings. 
 

Somerset never recovered from the shock of 
losing their star batsman in an unexpected way 
and on a pitch which had been newly laid the 
previous winter they were all out in 90 minutes 
for 55. No one reached double figures.  
 

Six of the Lancashire batsmen on the other hand 
did get into double figures including Marner 
then only 17, whose 44 was easily the highest 
individual total of the match. Their score of 158 

gave them a lead of 103 and Buse bowling his medium pace 
cuQers beauMfully on a pitch which one quality Sunday 
newspaper euphemisMcally described as ‘affording bowlers 
much assistance’, unwi_ngly contributed to his own 
financial loss by taking 6 for 41 in less than 13 overs. 
 

The result was a foregone conclusion when Somerset’s early 
batsmen could offer no resistance to Statham’s opening 
burst in their second innings. Their first could scrape up only 
nine runs between them and when the ninth wicket fell the 
West Country side were a miserable 44. Then came one of 
those improbable last wicket stands which are always the 
cause of such great delight.  
 

Jim Redman a former county professional making an odd 
appearance as an amateur and Brian Langford then an 
unknown ground staff boy delayed the inevitable by adding 
35 but the match was over before six o’clock. 
 

Somerset with two more matches following at Bath called a 
special meeMng of their execuMve commiQee and the then 
secretary Air Vice Marshal Taylor stated ‘We hope to 
determine what steps can be taken in the short Mme 
available to improve maQers’. 
 

It is a fact that there have been no further one day fiasco’s at 
Bath, but 15 years on, they are sMll trying to make wickets at 
Bath fit to stage first class fixtures. 

June 1S, I960: KENT v. WORCESTERSHIRE 

To the famous Nevill ground with its riot of rhododendrons 
at Tunbridge Wells goes the disMncMon or the notoriety of 
having staged the last first class match to be completed in a 
day.  
 

Kent beaMng Worcestershire by an innings and 101 runs, 
dismissing the Midland county so soon to rank among the 
most powerful in the land, for 25 and 61 aSer making 187. 
That supplies the bare bones of it but the reality behind the 
startling staMsMcs was a pitch almost bare of grass, moist 
and soS enough on top at first for the seam bowlers to dig 

the ball in. When the wicket dried out the top had been 
knocked clean off.  
 

The course of the ball aSer pitching was completely 
unpredictable. It liSed, reared straight up or squaQed 
and, of course, the batsmen never knew in what order 
these unpleasant things would happen. 
 

The side winning the toss were certain winners of the 
match and Worcestershire did not help themselves when 
Flavell began with some most uncharacterisMc erraMc 
bowling. Four fours on the leg side came in quick 
succession and Kent’s opening partnership reached 41. 
Don Kenyon missed this match through injury and 
George Dews led in his absence.

Basil Easterbrook wrote a series of arMcles for Playfair 
Cricket Monthly in 1968 and 1969 on first-class matches 
that had been completed in a day. II am sad to publish the 
final part.

Over In A Day - Part Two of the Final ArMcle
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He cut short Kent’s bonus start by bringing on two leS arm 
spinners, Slade and the then unknown Gifford. Three 
wickets went in the forMes but Cowdrey realising that runs 
had to be got quickly if they were to be got at all hit a six 
clean out of the ground and a four straight as a chaser. Leary 
strove manfully to follow his captain’s example but he was 
quickly stumped and Cowdrey was caught and half the side 
were gone for 104. Jones driving at the pitch of the bail with 
a success which in the condiMons was astonishing, hit up 73 
out of 111. Dixon helped him add 47 for the sixth wicket —
the best partnership of the match. The sixth wicket fell at 
151 and Kent were all out for 187, the last four batsmen 
contribuMng only 8 runs between them. 
 

Worcestershire reached 6 for no wicket when they started 
their reply to Kent’s three and a half hours innings. ASer 
eight overs they were 9 for 6. When Slade drove Brown 

square for four twice and Booth 
helped him to take the total to 
24, there was just a chance that 
Worcestershire might make 
some sort of recovery, but apart 
from a single from Jack Flavell, 
Worcestershire scored no more 
runs, 24 for 6 becoming 25 all 
out.  
 

Halfyard (David Halfyard, 
Pictured, LeS) whose career 
was to be cut short by a serious 
motor accident, bowled 

unchanged with Brown. He took 4 for 7 and Brown had 6 for 
12, Worcestershire being dismissed in 17 overs and one ball. 
So Kent found themselves in the extraordinary posiMon of 
having made only 187 but able to enforce the follow on. 
When Worcestershire went in again 162 behind they lost 
half the side for 18. 
 

Headley was out without a run scored, caught off the edge 
close in on the leg side. Sedgley and Spencer quickly went in 
the same way unable to fend off and keep the ball down. 
Richardson and Dews were bowled trying to drive, and at 
this point there was considerable speculaMon as to whether 
Worcestershire would even reach their first innings total 
which was the lowest score against Kent since they bowled 
out Leicestershire for 25 at Leicester in 1912.  
 

Once more Booth showed a resoluMon that most of his 
ba_ng beQers had failed to do and with Broadbent staying 
70 minutes for 22, Worcestershire did manage to get as far 
as 61 before they were all out. This Mme Halfyard had 5 for 
20 to give him match figures of 9 for 27 and Brown 3 for 22 
which made his match analysis 9 for 34. One of the umpires 
was England’s Syd Buller, whose name was to appear in the 
Honours List five years later—a happy note on which to 
write finis to this series. 
 
I hope you have enjoyed this series and in coming issues I 
am also hoping to publish more of the works of Basil 
Easterbrook, focussing on matches and players of special 
interest. 

 Some New Wisden Publica5ons 
John Wisden & Co is offering a reprinted version of some early edi5ons (1864 to 
1878, and 1916 to 1919), to allow cricket lovers more affordable access to these 
historic books that form such a significant part of the game's great heritage. I have 
received two ediMons here to view, so thank you to the kind people at Bloomsbury 
for sending them. My own view is that they are an acquired taste but I have no 
doubt that they will appeal to some collectors. 

The heart of the Almanack is the secMon enMtled Notes By The Editor. This anthology, edited by 
Jonathan Rice, is a brief dip into the half a million words or so that make up the annual Notes as the 
editors take a view of what really maQers – the spirit in which cricket is played and how to keep it 
relevant and popular. Throughout the Notes the Editors retain their sense of opMmism and fervent 
love of the game, even when dealing with difficult issues such as bodyline or match-fixing, and they 
express their views succinctly and stylishly. As John Woodcock wrote in 1983, 'the game is never 
quite the same from one season to the next' and nor, indeed, are the Notes. 
 

The Men Who Raised the Bar charts the progression of the highest individual 
score in Test cricket, through the eyes of the record-breakers themselves and eye-witness 
tesMmony. Chris Waters' The Men Who Raised the Bar charts the growth of the record through 
nearly one hundred and fiSy years of Test cricket. It is a journey that takes in a legendary line of 
famous names including Sir Donald Bradman, Sir Leonard HuQon, Sir Garfield Sobers and Walter 
Hammond, along with less heralded players whose stories are brought back into the light. Drawing 
on the reflecMons of the record-holders, Waters profiles the men who raised the bar and their 
historic performances. 
 

If any of these edi5ons are of interest and you purchase them through me, firstly I will hopefully be 
able to offer you a very compe55ve price and secondly, half of every penny you pay will be donated to 
The Alzheimers’ Society. My Contact details are on Page 16 
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A Husband’s Text Message 
Honey, I have been hit by a car outside the office. Tina 
brought me to the hospital and I have finally managed 
to get a signal to send this text. They have been doing 
tests and x-rays. The blow to my head was powerful 
but they do not think, at this stage, that there is 
anything lasMng to be too concerned about, but they 
need to monitor it. But I have broken three ribs, I have 
a broken arm and a compound fracture in my leS leg. 
Darling, I need you to get here, they are talking about 
having to amputate my right foot. 
Wife’s Response: 
- Who’s Tina? 
 

Man - ‘Have you got anything to drink?’ 
Other man - ‘Water?’ 
Man - ‘Anything Harder?’ 
Other man - ‘Ice!’ 
 

A husband and a wife are having dinner at a nice 
restaurant. The man drops some tomato sauce on his 
white shirt. "Oh no, I look like a pig!"  
The woman nods, "Also, you dropped some tomato 
sauce on your shirt!" 
 

I wonder what it was on the Canadian flag that they 
had to cover it with a big leaf. 
 
A Police officer approaches a woman on the beach, 
“I’m sorry ma’am, but it’s forbidden to bathe here.” 
The woman is surprised, “But why are you telling me 
now, you’ve just watched me put on my bikini and 
tanning oil...? 
The police officer shrugs, “Well that is not forbidden.” 

     Ironing board is…  
A surf board which gave up on its dreams and went to 
work. 
 

A Doctor yells at the nurse, “I’m telling you for the last 
Mme, when you are filling in a death cerMficate you put 
the name of the illness under cause of death..not my 
name.” 
 

I was out shopping with my daughter Libby, we were 
walking past a clothes shop and she saw a beauMful 
dress in the shop window. We went in and Libby asked 
the shop assistant, “Hi, can I please try on the dress in 
the shop window?”  
“Of course,” nodded the shop assistant, “but you know 
we also have changing rooms?” 
 

Give a man a fish and you will feed him for the day. 
Teach a man to fish and he’s going to spend a fortune 
on gear he’ll only be using twice a year. 
 

A Texan tourist stands under the Eiffel tower in Paris 
and looks upon it in uQer awe.  
“Amazing,” he says…”How many barrels does it put out 
a day?” 

My date last night was really awesome. 
We had a definite spark and preQy soon he was 
basically lying at my feet. 
I love my new taser. 
 

I made a beginner’s mistake and went shopping on an 
empty stomach. I am now the happy owner of aisle 7. 
 
The police officer stops an old guy in quesMonable 
condiMon at 1 am. 
“What are you doing out so late, sir?” asks the police 
officer. 
“I’m going to a seminar on ‘The harmful effects of 
alcohol’,” replies the man. 
“Are you pulling my leg or something?!“ says the police 
officer, „who would hold a seminar like that at this 
hour?!” 
The man sighs, “my wife.” 

Don’t you hate it when you come to somebody’s place 
and they just can’t shut up asking you stupid quesMons 
like “what do you want” and “who are you” and “omg 
is that a real gun?” 
 

“Hey Lorraine, what do you say to a nice walk?” 
“Oh Bill that would be lovely!” 
“Wonderful. Could you bring me some beer and 
chocolate on your way back?” 
 

I spent half an hour trying to take off my girlfriend's 
bra. I gave up at the end. I wish I never tried it on in 
the first place. 
 

That awkward moment when you noMce the guy in 
front of you in the "10 items maximum" express 
cashier line has 11 things in his trolley... 
 

A person helping a criminal evade law before he’s 
arrested is called an accomplice. 
A person helping a criminal evade law once he’s been 
arrested is called a lawyer. 
 
I fear my neighbour may be stalking me, she was 
googling my name last night on her computer.  
I saw it clearly through my binoculars. 

There’s that moment when you put your steak on the 
grill and your mouth waters all over from that amazing 
smell.  
Do you vegans feel the same when you mow the 
grass?“ 
 
       Outer Mongolia. 
One of the few places where your navigaMon can say, 
“Keep straight. Prepare to turn right on Tuesday 
morning.” 
 
Many thanks to Alan, Chloe, Dan, Paul, Ricky and Kevin for your 
contribuMons. 

The Virtual Tea Interval
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C ricket’s best kept secret – how to get Steve Smith 
out? How to get the ball reverse swinging? How 

to pick a Muralitharan doosra? No, it’s Disability 
Cricket.  
 

For many of us, the Paralympics come around every 4 
years, and we are in complete awe of their talent, 
struggles and skill. Nevertheless, disability sport tends 
to fall off our radar in between those 4 years and we 
tend not to think about that unMl the next one comes 
along again. However, few of us realise that one of our 
most beloved naMonal sports has one of the best 
disability set-ups in the world. 
Despite England Disability Cricket leading the way 
around the world in terms of parMcipaMon and 
exposure, in terms of women, there is so much more 
to do. Their biggest obstacle is the lack of sustained 
uptake amongst women at the higher level. In the 
Physical and Learning Disability compeMMon, there are 
670 registered players, of which only 45 are female. 
There has been no deliberate policy to include or 
exclude either gender and Disability Cricket 
unfortunately suffers from a lack of resources already 

having to be dispersed widely across 
disciplines and squads.  
 

I spoke to Richard Hill (Pictured, 
LeS) MBE, the ECB’s Disability 
Cricket CompeMMons Manager 
about how cricket’s best kept secret 
has evolved into what it is today and 
the obstacles that it faces. Richard 
has spasMcity in his lower limbs, yet 
played 30 to 35 years of local level 
cricket.  

 

Recognising he couldn’t run that fast, he honed his 
skills as a slip fielder in his youth. In 1995, Richard had 
his second spinal fusion and he lost the ability to run 
overnight, becoming a wheelchair user, and abruptly 
ending his cricket playing career. Realising he “couldn’t 
leave cricket alone”, Richard became a cricket coach. 
However, just over 25 years ago, a coaching assessor 
brought disability cricket to Richard’s aQenMon by 
inviMng him to watch an indoor disability cricket 
session at Lord’s. He describes this as a ‘lightbulb 
moment’, something he hadn’t been looking for, but it 
had found him.  
 

Richard rang up Her}ordshire Cricket and asked if he 
could give disability cricket a go within their set-up. 
Having been given the green light, since then, Richard 
has gone on to run disability cricket programs which 
started as 6 county teams in 1988 to the two-Mer 
NaMonal Disabled County Championships comprising 
of 37 teams today. Over one thousand people a month 
in Her}ordshire alone are being delivered cricket in 
schools for people with disabiliMes, community groups, 

hospitals, mental health organisaMons, and in fact 
anywhere where one can play bat and ball! 
Richard eventually gave up his full-Mme job as an IT-
manager to focus on the growth of the game at the 
grassroots and top level. He leads the England Lions 
project, running training camps for young, disabled 
people, and is part of the Inclusion and Diversity Group 
within the ECB. Richard also runs a cricket program 
working with people living with demenMa. With images 
described to me of ‘fantasMc chaos in the care homes’ 
we agreed this was a story for a whole other arMcle! 
Rightly so, Richard was recognised in the 2019 New 
Year’s Honours List, being awarded an MBE for his 
services to disability cricket over the past 25 years. 
 

Richard professes that there needs to be a greater 
understanding of where the women’s disabled game 
fits. Would a women’s team sit under their exisMng 
disability structure, or 
would it sit under the 
broader women’s game? 
There currently aren’t 
means to create gender 
specific teams, with 
numbers dwindling. On top of this, there’s the problem 
of opposiMon, with many countries having poor 
women’s setups also.  
 

The ECB have invested in soS-ball cricket to get young 
girls into the game. However, ‘have-a-go’ events 
tradiMonally are less successful amongst women. 
There is already a squad of 25 blind ladies who 
represent England and the ECB plan to offer them 
much more support going forward. However, if the 
goal of Disability Cricket is to achieve proper equality 
and diversity, then stats such as only 2% of deaf 
cricketers being women, presents a gap between aims 
and aQainment.  
 

Whilst disciplines like Blind Cricket are huge amongst 
South Asian countries, the ECB have struggled to 
increase parMcipaMon amongst BAME people with 

Cricket’s Best Kept Secret? Disability Cricket
I am delighted to include this arMcle from Emily Bowe. 
Emily is a recent Edinburgh graduate and an aspiring sports 
journalist, who having found it difficult to break into the 
industry, decided to set up shop herself. 6 months ago, she 
launched   
www.thelevelplayingfieldblog.wordpress.com  
which is a pla}orm that seeks to shed light on untold 
sporMng stories that you may not come across in the 
mainstream media. She’s hoping to expand this pla}orm 
and is currently working on a podcast series all about 
‘everyday’ women in sport.” 
Please take a look as she has wriQen some excepMonal 
arMcles and in future Virtual Wisdeners’ we hope to be 
including more from Emily.
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physical or learning disabiliMes at a local level. With 
certain cultures seeing disability as a curse, the Great 
BriMsh Transplant Cricket Team have parMcularly  
struggled to aQract BAME men and women. Disability 
Cricket have found themselves with the dilemma of 
how to accommodate women’s and minority sport into 
a setup that is already at the boQom of the pile in 
terms of funding and exposure within the ECB. 
The development of Disability Cricket has surged over 
the last 5 years, with the ECB now having a team of 7 
full-Mme employees exclusively focussed on delivering 
a wide-ranging amount of disability cricket. Ten years 
ago, the ECB applied to Sport England for funding to 
kickstart disability cricket across the county network. 
Obtaining £3 million over a 5-year period, the posiMve 
results are clear – all 39 county boards have a disability 
program today and there are over 72,000 disabled 
people playing cricket in England and Wales. It’s not 
necessarily your image of cricket whites and cucumber 
sandwiches, but it’s cricket. 
Blind Cricket has existed for over 100 years, iniMally 
starMng with two blind factory 
workers using a Mn can containing 
rocks to play their beloved game in 
Australia. Cricket for deaf people 
and for physical disability emerged 
later on, through a couple of 
voluntary organisaMons.  
 

The NaMonal Disabled Cricket 
League in England launching its first 
county compeMMon back in the 
1980s. More recently the ECB has 
increasingly brought these varying disciplines under 
one centralised umbrella and has largely shiSed the 
organisaMon of the game away from fragmented 
voluntary organisaMons that were structured in their 
own impairment groups.  
This organisaMonal streamlining has allowed the ECB 
responsibility for the different naMonal squads, with 
the existence of an ‘England’ team allowing for further 
profiling of the game. At present, there are four 
England teams, and all four-play internaMonal cricket. 
Within the ECB, the team responsible for Disability 
Cricket only comprises of 7 people and it is clear that 
although things are moving in the right direcMon, 
Disability Cricket is not of supreme priority in the 
English Cricket setup.  
 

In a similar way that it has taken some while for the 
women’s game to be acMvely encouraged and 
recognised, disability cricket’s importance within the 
ECB seems to be a slow-burner. In the recently 
published ECB 2020-2024 strategy, there is a mere one 
line outlining the ECB’s support for increasing disability 
cricket in local communiMes; the first Mme the ECB has 
explicitly addressed Disability Cricket in their strategy. 
Richard says that his team saw this as the green light to 

launch their own strategy and work-plan. 
 

 

InteresMngly, it seems that the disabled game is 
somewhat hanging on the coaQails of the women’s 
game in their development journey. Richard esMmates 
that they are about 5 to 7 years behind where the 
women’s game is. However, raising the profile of 
disability cricket doesn’t necessarily align with the 
goals of raising the profile of other areas of the game. 
It isn’t always about making the game suitable for the 
audience, as we’ve seen with the ECB’s huge 
investment in varying formats of the game, such as The 
Hundred. For Disability Cricket, it’s all about 
parMcipaMon and making sure that those who want to 
play can, and feel safe and fulfilled in doing so. 
Disability Cricket have an official partnership with the 
Lord’s Taverners to provide community-based cricket 
hubs. At present, 16 counMes are running ‘Super 1’s’ 
programmes, providing ‘have-a-go’ sessions in local 
communiMes, and acMng as disability’s equivalent to 
club level cricket. These ‘hubs’ act as an opportunity to 

introduce people to the game, 
but also as talent idenMficaMon 
centres for the higher-level 
game. In parMcular, the Lord’s 
Taverners have run ‘Table 
Cricket’ whereby the game is 
played on a table-tennis table 
with a miniature bat and ball, 
aimed predominately at young 
children who have problems 
with their motor skills, 
assisMng them with 

coordinaMon. 
In 2020, there was due to be a physical disability 
touring team from Australia, as well as the NaMonal 
Deaf team playing in the World Cup in Dubai.  
 

The Physical Disability World Series took place in 
Worcester last August, where England – led by the 
highly experienced Iain Nairn – reached the final, 
beaMng Pakistan, Bangladesh and Afghanistan in the 
process.  
 

Furthermore, Chris Edwards led England’s Learning 
Disability team to a clean sweep in Australia winning 
an ODI series 3-0 followed by a 5-0 triumph in the INAS 
Global Games T20 series. Disability Cricket has grown 
exponenMally in recent years on the domesMc scene 
also, 72% since 2016. The annual County compeMMon 
has grown from 6 teams, to what would have been 37 
teams this summer. 
In one of my recent arMcles, I was discussing World 
Rugby’s impending ban on transgender women playing 
women’s rugby for fear of ‘safety concerns’. This 
debated noMon of ‘unfairness’ due to varying levels of 
physicality is something that Disability Cricket has not 
been immune from. 
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All players now have to go 
through a classificaMon process 
as to avoid huge disparity among 
the ‘ableness’ of players. The 
diversity of disabiliMes makes 
streamlining and categorising the 
game difficult, and thinly spreads 
resources and aQenMon. 
InteresMngly however, although 
separated at internaMonal level, 
in the system players with 
physical disability oSen play in 
the same teams as players with 
learning disabiliMes. 
 

As the ECB finds itself in a difficult and uncertain Mme 
financially, Disability Cricket has been 
disproporMonately hit by this. Already starMng at the 
boQom of the game, funding has stopped, all 
compeMMons have stopped, internaMonals have been 
cancelled and 4 of their 7 strong team have been 
furloughed.  
 

The Covid-19 pandemic poses far bigger concerns than 
just financial for Disability Cricket. Safety for vulnerable 
groups is of paramount importance, and for Disability 
Cricket, it is not as easy as just ‘creaMng a bio-bubble.’ 
There is a worry that just as the game was gaining 
tracMon, with budgets iniMally being 
higher than ever for the 2020/21 season, 
it will take a significant hit at a Mme 
where the ECB are prioriMsing ge_ng the 
men’s internaMonal game and county 
game back to some normality.  Without 
the internaMonal exposure that events 
like the Paralympics have, how does 
Disability Cricket achieve a similar 
growth in popularity, funding and 
parMcipaMon? Arguably the Paralympics 
have largely failed in their legacy of 
making insMtuMonalised disabled sport 
across the board accessible and 
achievable, all year round. 
Furthermore, finding and providing coaching within 
the disabled game is one of its biggest root problems. 
As with the women’s game, it doesn’t maQer how well-
qualified you are as a coach, if you don’t have the 
same lived experience as your players, your posiMon is 
complicated.  

 

Firstly, disabled cricket 
coaches themselves are a 
rare commodity, but 
secondly providing 
specific training and 
informaMon to ‘able-
bodied’ coaching for the 
disabled game is difficult 
and expensive. The 
sustainability of the game 
relies on individuals like 
Richard to provide 
specialist coaching and 
act as a posiMve role 

model for disabled people. 
What’s the purpose of sport? Is it about the potenMal 
for people to bowl at 100mph or run a sub-10 second 
100m? Or is it providing the opportunity for a disabled 
person in your community to try a new game? It’s 
both.  
 

The beauty of sport is that, at its best, it is accessible 
to anyone. When we look past the media-frenzy and 
hero-worship of elite sportspeople, Ben Stokes is just a 
guy who’s really, really good at hi_ng a leather ball 
with a wooden bat. But if we take sport at its essence, 
it’s about posiMve social engagement and fostering a 

community. 
 

So why should someone who is 
neither disabled, nor interested 
in cricket be interested in the 
game? Because Disability Cricket 
is the epitome of what sport 
should be – removing barriers to 
parMcipaMng and opening up 
opportuniMes to everyone.  
 

Disability Cricket has come such a 
long way in a short space of Mme, 
however, they would be the first 
to admit that they’ve got a long 
way to go, parMcularly in terms of 
the women’s game. Cricket has 

existed for well over 400 years, yet the disabled game 
has formally existed for only 30 of those. Therefore, 
one can hope that in ‘catching up’, Disability Cricket 
becomes the true basMon of equality and diversity that 
it desires to be. 

The Virtual Wisdener: Contact details. 
By email:   furmedgefamily@bMnternet.com     By Telephone:   01480 819272 or 07966 513171 

                   By Mail:    PO Box 288, Buckden, Cambridgeshire PE19 9EP 
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